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My Darling

Wife :-

I had a great
first,

and after

again,

a letter

writing

from me as I have written

of the mail.

them several.

precedent

we found that the new officer's

last

when I was writing

deal in the future.

club, and then went in the billiard

good games. The tables

were in civil

life

ony and the Boston and Chicago Symphony Orchestras,
play. I would give a great

cushions,

a "Jazz" orchestra

my life

and we

appeared

as I heard there.

members of the New York Symphme they could

and believe

affected

ME that way

imagine how it

you Dear/.
We sat there

for two or three

hours and listened

the music, and drank coffee and mineral water, and smoked and told
wthal had a fine evening.
have

Rosy and I

deal to have you and Glad hear the dance music they play

and you would simply have to dance. If it
would affect

force.

room where we had

are small but have excellent

and I have never heard such music in all

A great many of the orchestra

and

20 marks a month to become a member

enjoyed the games very much. While we were playing,
on the scene,

to

weep-not much, but

club has been opened and is running in full

and will take advantage of it a great

two or three

dau-

hough I

night by going down to the city,

club, and as it only costs

had a fine dinner atthe

I am of the op-

just how much I want to be at home.

I broke all

I joined,

they have

I also wrote to my dear little

her my homesickness got the best of me, and I had a little

It is a beautiful

to the

and at any rate have an excellent

have to admit that

the box. I will

enough to make me realize

to write

she wanted to send to me, alt

ghter and thanked her for the candy that
have not yet recieved

I wrote to you

I cannot understand why it is that

although

in the undependibility

yesterday.

it would be policy

the letters I must have gone astray,

inion that
alibi

of letter

having done so decided that

crowd at Blodgett
never recieved

streak

I never enjoyed music more for it is

heard any. The place was packed with American officers,

so

stories,

to
and

long since I

and still

I only met

"2

one man whom I have ever known before,
not recognized

and I would not have met him if he had

me. He is a man named Edeson, who was in College as a Freshman

the year I left,

so

I did not get very well acquainted

with him. However it did

seem good to see some one whomI had known in the past.
There is something
it is significant

hopeful that

permit myself to believe
but

there

lot of work

is

in the air around this

of an important

place,

and I am so

change in our location.

I cannot

that we are going to have any such luck as I hope tor,

something doing,

and

that is

no joke. We are getting

to be completed at once, which has a great

as a consequence we are all

deal of significance,

with Allied troops.

and

wondering what is going to happen. It may be that we

will have to go to Berlin before we come back, as the papers show that
having a wild time there,

for a

orders

and there

I hope we don't

may be some necessity
have to go there,

the country anyway it will simply add to the experience

they are

of occupying the city

but if we have to stay in

and interest

of

the entire

trip.
It is still

beautiful

as midsummer. I cannot believe
fleas

are pretty

that

the condition

that

weather.

The sun is shining and it is as warm

they know what winter

well tamed now, and I have not had a bite

continue,

is

in this

for several

country.

My

days.

I hope

to improve. Well Dearest I must close now. It is time

for me to get outsid

and go to work, and I have a lot to do this morning. I will

write to you again

in the morning. I love you Dear. I love you. Give my love to

the babies and Glad. Love me and pray that

Ansel B. Smith Captain MCUS A.
Evacuation Hospital "2 US A
American E.F. GERMANY.

I may be sent home soon.

